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Abstract
Background Admissions for ambulatory care sensitive
conditions (ACSCs) are considered preventable and indicators of poor access to primary care. We wondered whether per-capita rates of admission for ACSCs in France
demonstrated geographic variation, were changing, were
related to other independent variables, or were comparable
to those in other countries; further, we wanted to quantify
the resources such admissions consume.
Methods We calculated per-capita rates of admission for
five categories (chronic, acute, vaccination preventable, alcohol-related, and other) of ACSCs in 94 departments in
mainland France in 2009 and 2010, examined measures and
causes of geographic variation in those rates, computed the
costs of those admissions, and compared rates of admission
for ACSCs in France to those in several other countries.
Results The highest ACSC admission rates generally
occurred in the young and the old, but rates varied across
French regions. Over the 2-year period, rates of most
categories of ACSCs increased; higher ACSC admission
rates were associated with lower incomes and a higher
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supply of hospital beds. We found that the local supply of
general practitioners was inversely associated with rates of
chronic and total ACSC admission rates, but that this relationship disappeared if we accounted for patients’ use of
general practitioners in neighboring departments. ACSC
admissions cost 4.755 billion euros in 2009 and 5.066
billion euros in 2010; they consumed 7.86 and 8.74 million
bed days of care, respectively. France had higher rates of
ACSC admissions than most other countries examined.
Conclusions Because admissions for ACSCs are generally considered a failure of outpatient care, cost French
taxpayers substantial monetary and hospital resources, and
appear to occur more frequently in France than in other
countries, policymakers should prioritize targeted efforts to
reduce them.
Keywords Ambulatory care sensitive conditions 
Preventable admissions  Potential cost savings 
International comparisons
JEL Classification

I11  I18  H51

Introduction
Geographic variation in use of healthcare resources has
long been studied. In the US substantial geographic variation in utilization of services has been attributed to a feefor-service based reimbursement system that incentivizes
over-utilization, lack of use of informed patient decisionmaking, and lack of consensus around acceptable practices
[1–4]. Explanation of geographic variation in a variety of
healthcare services in other OECD countries has been inconsistent [5]. However, France has been found to
demonstrate less geographic variation than the US or UK in
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per-capita utilization rates of common elective surgical
procedures [6]; the lower variation was attributed, in part,
to greater centralized planning of hospital capacity in
France.
Often referred to as preventable admissions or potentially avoidable hospitalizations, hospitalizations for ambulatory care sensitive conditions (ACSCs)—which refer
to conditions for which hospitalization is often preventable,
particularly when access to primary care is adequate [7,
8]—have been used as an indicator of access to and quality
of primary care. In the US, factors associated with higher
rates of ACSC hospitalization include a low primary care
physician supply, high unemployment rates, and a higher
proportion of the population who are uninsured [9, 10]. In
Canada, evaluation of a limited sample of ACSCs found
that higher community affluence and not living in a rural
setting were associated with lower rates of admission for
ACSCs [11]. An Australian study found a 12-fold variation
in admission rates for diabetes complications and similar
variation in admission rates for asthma, influenza and
pneumococcal pneumonia [12]; there, lower income,
educational achievement, and self-rated health status were
associated with higher rates of admission for ACSCs [13].
An evaluation of admission for several chronic ACSCs in
four large Italian cities showed that poorer people, females,
and older people in the sample were more likely to be
admitted for ACSCs [14]. A largely observational study of
patients aged 65 years old or older in 34 health districts in
Madrid, Spain found that rates of preventable hospitalizations were higher for men, varied considerably, and were
lower in central Madrid [15]. Wide variation in rates of
admission for ACSCs was seen in Ireland, with lower rates
being found in urban settings [16]. Gender and ethnicity
have been associated with rates of admission for ACSCs in
Singapore [17]. Overall rates of admission for ACSCs in
Britain demonstrated substantial geographic variation, with
lower income regions having higher rates; there, rates of
admission for ‘chronic’ ACSCs have been stable over the
last decade, but rates of admission for ‘acute’ and ‘vaccination-preventable’ ACSCs have increased [18, 19], causing management of ACSCs to become one of the top ten
priorities for Britain’s National Healthcare System [20].
Expansion of primary care access in Brazil reduced hospitalizations for ACSCs between 1999 and 2007 [21, 22].
When compared to unadjusted measures of rates of ACSCs
in 26 cantons in Switzerland, researchers found that when
they applied exclusion criteria or included information on
comorbidities and health status, adjusted rates of ACSCs
declined; however, they found no relationship between
access to primary care physicians and rates of ACSCs [23].
Higher densities of specialists and generalists in Germany
were associated with lower rates of hospitalization for a
limited number of ACSCs, while unemployment, living in
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a rural setting, and the number of hospital beds per capita
were associated with higher rates [24]. A study of three
metropolitan regions in France found an association between lower supply of primary care physicians and higher
rates of admission for a limited number of ACSCs [25].
Finally, a study that examined potentially avoidable hospitalization rates for six reasons in Denmark, England,
Portugal, Slovenia, and Spain in 2009 found substantial
variation across and within countries: within countries,
educational level and income and overall use of hospitals
for care were associated with potentially avoidable hospitalization rates [26]. An examination of geographic variation in rates of hospitalization for ACSCs across all of
France, the costs of those hospitalizations, and a comparison of rates in France to those in other countries has not
been conducted.
To address this knowledge gap, we used data on admissions to French hospitals to identify admissions for
ACSCs, determine the costs of those admissions, calculate
measures of geographic variation in those admissions, and
discern whether a number of independent variables (including measures of local income, hospital bed capacity,
and primary care physician supply) were associated with
that variation.

Materials and methods
Data sources, sample definition, and variables
Using a dataset of all discharges from public and private
sector French hospitals in 2009 and 2010 obtained from the
Agence Technique de l’Information sur l’Hospitalisation
[27], we used the primary ICD-10 coded diagnosis and a
published ICD-10 code to ACSC crosswalk [7] to identify
admissions for a variety ACSCs. We followed the British
system of aggregating admissions for ACSCs to acute,
chronic, and vaccination-preventable categories [18]. We
also examined admissions for alcohol-related ACSCs, for
two reasons. First, alcohol and mental health disorders are
common [28], are projected to account for substantial disability across all World Bank Income level countries through
2030 [29], and are increasingly prevalent and costly within
the European Union. Second, France experiences the third
highest total costs (including direct medical, direct nonmedical, and indirect costs), associated with these disorders
in the European Union, behind Germany and the UK [30].
We therefore thought that understanding geographic variation in alcohol-related ACSCs would be particularly relevant
in France. Therefore, to be as comprehensive as possible, we
included both alcohol-related ACSCs and ‘other’ ACSCs
(those defined elsewhere [7], but not falling into any of the
other categories) in our analysis.

Rates of admission for ambulatory care sensitive conditions in France in 2009–2010: trends…

Table 1 shows the ICD-10 definitions of categories of
ACSCs that we studied.
Analytic methods
Calculation of utilization rates
We used an indirect method [31] to retrospectively calculate age- and sex-adjusted department-level rates of admission for ACSCs, using age- and sex-specific French
national rates as standard rates. For 94 ‘‘departments’’ in
mainland France, we calculated ACSC admission rates
using this age- and sex-adjusted number of admissions as
the numerator and the age- and sex-specific departmentlevel population estimates from the French census [32] as
the denominator. As France does not collect information on
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race, we could not adjust for geographic differences in race
prevalence. Following Dartmouth Atlas methods [33] percapita rates were calculated based on where people lived,
as opposed to where they might have sought care. We
calculated the annual number of admissions for ACSCs and
the annual department-level rate of admission for ACSCs
per 1000 people for 2009 and 2010.
Calculation of supply variables
We used two methods to calculate department-specific percapita supply of medical beds and general practitioners.
First, following Dartmouth Atlas methods that address the
possibility that patients living in one region might seek care
in another because of limited resources in their own region
[33], from the 2010 annual survey of French hospitals [34],

Table 1 Categorization of admissions for ACSCs and ICD-10 codes used to identify them
Admission for

Category of
ACSC

ICD-10 codes used to identify ACSCs [7]

Angina

Chronic

I20, I24.0, I24.8, I24.9

Asthma

Chronic

J45, J46

Congestive heart failure

Chronic

I11.0, I50, J81

Convulsion and epilepsy

Chronic

G40, G41, R56, O15

Chronic obstructive pulmonary
disease

Chronic

J20, J41, J42, J43, J47

Diabetes complications

Chronic

E10.0–E10.8, E11.0–E11.8, E12.0–E12.8, E13.0–E13.8, E14.0–E14.8

Hypertension

Chronic

I10, I11.9

Iron-deficiency anemia
Cellulitis

Chronic
Acute

D50.1, D50.8, D50.9
L03, L04, L08.0, L08.8, L08.9, L88, L98.0

Dehydration

Acute

E86

Nonspecific gastroenteritis

Acute

K52.2, K52.8, K52.9

Kidney/urinary infection

Acute

N10, N11, N12, N13.6

Dental conditions

Acute

A69.0, K02, K03, K04, K05, K06, K08, K09.8, K09.9, K12, K13

Ear, nose and throat infections

Acute

H66, H67, J02, J03, J06, J31.2

Gangrene

Acute

R02

Nutritional deficiency

Acute

E40, E41, E42, E43, E55.0, E64.3

Pelvic inflammatory disease

Acute

N70, N73, N74

Perforated/bleeding ulcer

Acute

K25.0–K25.2, K25.4–K25.6, K26.0–K26.2, K26.4–K26.6, K27.0–K27.2, K27.4–
K27.6, K280–282, K284–K286

Influenza and pneumonia
Other vaccine-preventable diseases

Vaccine
Vaccine

J10, J11, J13, J14, J15.3, J15.4, J15.7, J15.9, J16.8, J18.1, J18
A35, A36, A37, A80, B05, B06, B16.1, B16.9, B18.0, B18.1, B26, G00.0, M01.4

Alcohol-related diseases

Alcohol

F10

Atrial fibrillation and flutter

Other

I47.1, I47.9, I49.5, I49.8, I49.9, R00.0, R002, R00.8

Constipation

Other

K59.0

Fractured proximal femur

Other

S72.0, S72.1, S72.2

Dyspepsia and other stomach
function disorders

Other

K30, K21

Hypokalemia

Other

E87.6

Migraine/acute headache

Other

G43, G44.0, G44.1, G44.3, G44.4, G44.8, R51x
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we determined whether patients who were admitted for an
ACSC lived in the same department as their admission. We
then used this information to reallocate beds to the region
or department where the patient lived (for an example, see
‘‘Appendix’’). Similarly, we obtained information on the
department-specific supply of general practitioners in 2010
from ‘‘Eco-Santé’’ [35] and used the same methods that we
used to reassign beds to reallocate general practitioners.
Then, using reallocated medical hospital beds and general
practitioners in the numerator and department-specific
populations in the denominator, we calculated the percapita supply of these reallocated healthcare resources at
the department level. For each of these supply variables,
we also calculated the non-reallocated per-capita supply of
these healthcare resources by dividing the number of beds
or general practitioners in the department by the department-specific population. All per-capita supply measures
were converted into the supply per 1000 population by
multiplying the per-capita supply by 1000.

Measures of geographic variation
For individual categories of ACSCs and all of them together, we report age–sex adjusted national per-capita rates
and four established measures of geographic variation that
allow for comparison across geographic settings and
countries [36–38]:
1.

2.

3.

4.

The extreme ratio, which is calculated by dividing
the highest geographic rate by the lowest and
represents the range of absolute service utilization
levels.
The interquartile ratio, which is calculated by dividing
the rate at the 75th percentile by that at the 25th
percentile and shows the relative variation in service
utilization after removing the most extreme values.
The coefficient of variation, which is the ratio of the
standard deviation to the mean and represents a
normalized version of dispersion.
The systematic component of variation (SCV), which
shows the non-random part of variation in rates by
distinguishing the systematic variation between areas
from the random variation within areas [38]. As is
common practice, we multiplied SCV by 10.

For the first three measures examined, higher numbers
all indicate greater levels of geographic variation; however, these measures do not specifically address the nonrandom aspects of geographic variation and they may be
influenced by extreme values. The SCV measure addresses both of these issues: an SCV 9 10 greater than 5
indicates high variation; that greater than 10, very high
variation.
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Comparison of rates across independent variables
and regression analyses
We explored the relationship between admission rates for
different categories of ACSCs, healthcare resources, and
several departmental level independent variables that we
obtained from the Association Nationale des Directeurs
d’Action Sociale et de Santé des Conseils généraux [39],
including: population density, department-level median
income, inter-decile income ratio (the ratio of the mean
highest decile income to the mean lowest decile income),
and the proportion of older citizens who are enrolled in the
ASPA subsidy program (a social program for aged people
whose income is below a minimum level). We used spatial
regression analytic techniques [40, 41] to determine whether the likelihood ratio test for spatial lag dependence
(which indicates that proximal departments influence the
results of one another) was statistically significant at
p \ 0.05. If it was, we used a first-order ‘queen-based
contiguity matrix’, wherein immediately adjacent departments are the basis for the spatial matrix when conducting
spatial regression analyses; if it was not, we performed
ordinary least squared regression analysis. Using the appropriate regression techniques, we then examined relationships between the five categories of ACSC admission
rates (and the total of these) as the dependent variable. We
ran two regression models, one that used reallocated supply
measures and one that used non-reallocated supply measures. We used SPSS v21 (released 2012, Armonk, NY:
IBM Corporation) for all comparisons save the spatial regression analyses, which used GeoDa v1.4.6 (released
2013, Tempe, AZ: Arizona State University) [42].
Calculation of costs of these admissions
France has for-profit and not-for-profit hospitals that are
reimbursed differently based on a DRG-like Groupe Homogène des Malades (GHM) that is captured in the dataset
that we used; the GHM reimbursement rates change yearly.
As our dataset included the hospital identifier for each
admission, we were able to determine which hospitals were
for-profit and which were not-for-profit. We then applied
the year-specific for-profit or not-for-profit (depending on
in which type of hospital the admission occurred) GHMspecific mean total (including physician services) reimbursement rate that we obtained from the Agence Technique de l’Information sur l’Hospitalisation [27]. Then, we
summed the overall national costs for admissions to forprofit and not-for-profit hospitals for different categories of
ACSCs that occurred in mainland France in 2009 and 2010.
Our dataset also included the length of stay for each admission, so we used length of stay data to determine the
total number of bed days of care consumed by each
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category of ACSC in for-profit and not-for-profit hospitals
for 2009 and 2010.
International comparisons
Prior studies of rates of admission for ACSCs have examined different age groups to calculate denominators and
have used various definitions of what constitutes an ACSC
to calculate numerators (Table 2). To make international
comparisons, we mimicked the definitions of ACSCs that
were described in those studies and used the age groupings
that they had used to calculate rates of externally defined
ACSCs in France for 2009 and 2010 that were specific to
the comparator.
Human subjects approval
In the United States, the Institutional Review Board (IRB)
at Dartmouth College approved this study, determining
that, because of the anonymized nature of the dataset, it
was not human subjects research (CPHS approval number
24085). In France, the study and its use of anonymized data
was approved by the French National Union of Regional
Health Observatories (Fédération Nationale des Observatoires Régionaux de la Santé) and the French IRB (Commission Nationale Informatique et Libertés, National
Committee for Data Files and Individual Liberties) (CNIL
authorization number 1180745).

Results
Counts, rates, and measures of geographic variation
In 2009, hospitals in mainland France had 1,585,413 admissions for the ACSCs that we examined; in 2010, there
were 1,635,047 such admissions, a 3.13 % increase. Age
group- and gender-specific counts of admissions for
ACSCs in 2009 and 2010 are shown in Fig. 1a. A U-shaped
distribution across the lifespan, with higher numbers of
admissions occurring in the very young and very old, is
evident; further, with the exception of the 12–29 and the
80–99 age groups, counts for males were higher than those
for females. Categories of ACSCs had their own patterns:
for instance numbers of admissions for chronic ACSCs
tended to increase with age while those for acute tended to
decrease; admissions for vaccine-preventable ACSCs
peaked at the extremes of life, while those for alcoholrelated ACSCs peaked in midlife and were more common
among men. Per-capita rates of admission for ACSCs
generally increased with increasing age (after the age 0–5
category); males had higher rates of admission for ACSCs
except in the 6- to 29-year-old age groups (Fig. 1b).
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Admission rates for chronic and vaccine-preventable
ACSCs accounted for the large majority of all admissions
for ACSCs beginning at about age 50. Across years, counts
and rates of admissions for ACSCs were fairly stable in the
younger age groups, but increased in the older age groups.
Figure 2 shows geographic variation in age- and sexadjusted rates of admission for the five categories of
ACSCs that we examined. With the exception of vaccinepreventable ACSCs, age- and sex-adjusted per-capita rates
of all categories of ACSCs increased from 2009 to 2010.
Over the 2-year period, rates of admission for alcohol-related ACSCs increased by 8.9 %; other, by 3.1 %; acute,
by 3.7 %, and chronic, by 3.1 %. Interquartile ratios and
coefficients of variation remained stable across years. Except for alcohol-related ACSC admissions, the systematic
component of variation was considered low (\5.0); it decreased for all types of ACSCs between 2009 and 2010.
Figure 3 shows maps that indicate higher rates of total
ACSCs in the north of France. However, each ACSC
category has a unique geographic pattern: for instance,
northeast France had relatively higher rates of admission
for chronic ACSCs, southeast France had relatively higher
rates of admission for acute and other ACSCs, and northwest France had relatively higher rates of admission for
alcohol-related ACSCs.
Costs and resource consumption
Admissions for the ACSCs that we examined cost 4.755
billion euros in 2009 and 5.066 billion euros in 2010
(Fig. 4). The vast majority of those costs were due to admissions that occurred in not-for-profit hospitals; admissions to for-profit hospitals accounted for less than 15 % of
total costs each year. Regardless of the type of hospital
examined, admissions for chronic ACSCs accounted for
about 50 % of total costs of all ACSC admissions; those for
acute ACSCs accounted for about 14 % of total costs of all
ACSC admissions. When compared to for-profit hospitals’
total costs, a higher proportion of not-for-profit hospitals’
total costs for ACSCs were spent on alcohol-related
ACSCs (about 5 % each year vs 0.3 % in 2009 and 1.4 %
in 2010), but a lower proportion was expended on admissions for the ‘other’ ACSCs that we examined (less than
20 % vs about 33 % of total costs in both years). ACSC
admissions consumed 7.86 million bed days of care in 2009
and 8.74 million bed days of care in 2010. Admissions for
chronic ACSCs consumed about 50 % of the total bed days
of care consumed for all ACSCs admissions that we examined, regardless of the type of hospital examined. Patterns of consumption of bed days of care tracked those of
costs, with the exception that admissions for alcohol-related ACSCs consumed relatively more bed days of care
(6.4 and 6.3 % of not-for-profit hospitals’ total bed days of
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(2010)

47.07
(2009)

(09/10)
A: 4.93
C: 12.03

Y
Y

Kidney/urinary infection
Dental conditions

Y
Y
Y

Perforated/bleeding ulcer
Influenza and pneumonia
Other vaccine-preventable diseases

Y
Y

Y

Nonspecific gastroenteritis

Nutritional deficiency
Pelvic inflammatory disease

Y

Dehydration

Y

Y

Cellulitis

Y

Y

Iron-deficiency anemia

Gangrene

Y

Hypertension

Ear, nose and throat infections

Y

Y

Convulsion and epilepsy
Y

Y

Congestive heart failure

Diabetes complications

Y

Asthma

Chronic obstructive pulmonary disease

Y

Angina

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

11.200 ; 11.17

(2010)

18.72

Comparable rates in France in 2009–2010

Defined using ICD-10 codes by Freund et al. [7]

18.56

(2009)

49.40

V: 1.71

V: 1.76

(2010)

10.850 ; 10.82

(2009)

C: 6.92

(2009)

Y (in patients aged 65 and older)

Y (in patients aged 40 and older)

Y (in patients aged 18 and older)

Y (in patients aged 40 and older)

Y (in patients aged 40 and older, without concurrent cardiac
procedures)
Y (in patients aged 18 and older)

(2009)

4.70

C = Chronic

(2009)

6.19

V = Vaccine-preventable

(2009)

3.40

(2009)

68.2

A: 6.79

A = Acute

5.62

9.34

(2010)

(09/10)

(year for which calculated)

4.760

Y

Y

Y

Y
Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

(2009)

19.01

(2008)

All
15.75

2005–2008

Varied according to condition examined
9.370
5.660
3.480
4.880

65?
66.6

[16]

Ireland

\100
15.42

2009

[26]

Spain

Age group evaluated
Age-sex adjusted rate/1000

[8, 10]

Slovenia

Yearly

Portugal

[18]

England

2002–2013

Denmark

Citation

United
States

United
Kingdom

Year of evaluation

Country of comparison

Table 2 Comparison of methods for evaluating admissions for ACSCs across 16 countries, results from published studies, and calculated comparable results for France in 2009 and 2010 (and
across 2009–2010 for comparison to the UK)
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(2008)

(2008)

(year for which calculated)

Defined using ICD-10 codes by
Freund et al. [7]
Y

Y

Pelvic inflammatory disease

Y
Y

Y

Gangrene
Nutritional deficiency

Y

Ear, nose and throat
infections

Y
Y

Kidney/urinary infection
Dental conditions

Y

Y
Y

Nonspecific gastroenteritis

Y

Dehydration

Y

Y

Cellulitis

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Iron-deficiency anemia

Y

Y

Hypertension

Y

Y

Y

Diabetes complications

Y

Y

Y

Chronic obstructive
pulmonary disease

Y
Y

Y

Convulsion and epilepsy

Y

Congestive heart failure

Y

Y/

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y
Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

(2009)
Y
Y

(2009)
(2009)
(2009)
(2009)

(2009)

(2009)

(2009)

(2009)
Y
Y

7.40
4.48
4.88
34.06

18.56

7.51

11.39

5.44

9.44
Y
Y

(2010)
(2010)
(2010)
(2010)

(2010)

Y

7.66
4.46
4.97
36.25

19.01

(2010)

(91–98)

2.94

7.58

(2000)

5.15

(2010)

(2000)

2.61

1991–1998
All

11.92

(01–03)

All

[17]

Singapore

Ireland

(2010)

(05/06)

26.640

11.440

20–64

1999–2000

[12]

Australia*

Spain

5.51

(06/07)

65?

2000

[14]

Italy@

Slovenia

2001–2003

[15]

Spain^

\100

2005–2006

[23]

Switzerland:

Portugal

(2010)

(04–08)

3.51

\75

2006–2007

[11]

Canada

England

9.75

Angina
Asthma

Comparable rates in France in 2009–2010

V = Vaccine-preventable

C = Chronic

A = Acute

12.1

6.68

Age-sex adjusted rate/1000

10.17

20?

\80

All

[25]
2004–08

Age group evaluated

[21, 22]

France?

1999–2007

[24]
2008

Brazil

Denmark

Germany

United
States

Citation

United
Kingdom

Year of evaluation

Country of comparison

Hypokalemia

Country of comparison

Table 2 continued
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123

123

Only some ENT admissions were examined

Data from four insurers were examined

Just three urban regions were examined

Just the environs of Madrid were examined

Just four cities were examined

!

#

!

Admissions for syphilis were also examined
Admissions for stroke and acute myocardial infarction were also examined

* Admissions for appendicitis were also examined

/

:

?

^

@

Just Victoria was examined

Not age-sex adjusted

*

0

Other vaccine-preventable
diseases
Hypokalemia
Y

Y
Y

Influenza and pneumonia

United
States
Y

United
Kingdom

Perforated/bleeding ulcer

Country of comparison

Table 2 continued

*

Denmark

Y

Y

Y

England

Y

Y

Portugal

*#

Slovenia

Y

Y

Spain

Ireland
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461

Comparison of rates across independent variables
and regression analyses

care and 1.7 and 2.0 % of for-profit hospitals’ bed days of
care in 2009 and 2010, respectively) than they did costs.
From year to year, costs for all examined ACSCs increased by 6.5 % and overall bed days of care increased by
11.1 %. Annual increases were highest for acute and alcohol-related ACSCs where costs increased by 14.3 and
14.0 % and bed days of care increased by 18.0 and 11.3 %,
respectively.

Regardless of whether our regression models use reallocated
or non-reallocated supply variables, the likelihood ratio test
indicated that spatial regression techniques should be used
for analysis of chronic, alcohol-related, other, and total
ACSCs in 2009 and 2010 and for analysis of acute ACSCs in
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Fig. 1 continued

2009; ordinary least squared regression techniques were
used to analyze vaccine-preventable ACSCs in 2009 and
2010 and acute ACSCs in 2010 (Table 3). Higher total percapita rates of admissions for the ACSCs we examined were
associated with lower population density, lower departmentlevel median incomes, higher inter-decile income ratios,
lower proportions of older residents enrolled in ASPA, and
higher numbers of medical beds per capita. For individual
ACSC categories, lower incomes were associated with
higher rates of chronic, acute, and ‘other’ ACSCs in both
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years, as well as with rates of alcohol-related ACSC in 2010.
Higher measures of income disparities were most strongly
related to higher rates of chronic, acute, and ‘other’ ACSCs.
A greater degree of enrollment of older citizens in ASPA was
associated with lower rates of chronic and acute ACSCs.
These relationships prevailed regardless of whether we used
reallocated or non-reallocated resource supply measures.
When examining the medical bed supply, we found that
higher numbers of medical beds per capita were associated
with higher rates of chronic, alcohol-related, and total
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Fig. 2 Geographic variation in
age–sex adjusted rates per 1000
population of different
categories of ACSCs for 94
departments in mainland France
in 2009 and 2010. Above, the
open circles show the rates of
highest and lowest departments,
the whiskers show plus and
minus one standard deviation,
and the horizontal lines in the
boxplot show 75th, 50th, and
25th percentiles. Below, for
each category and year, the
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ACSCs in both years regardless of whether we used reallocated or non-reallocated measures of bed supply; vaccinerelated ACSC rates were statistically significantly related to
the reallocated bed supply but not to non-reallocated bed
supply in both years. We found that higher numbers of reallocated general practitioners per capita were statistically
associated only with lower rates of alcohol-related ACSCs;
however, the non-reallocated per-capita supply of general
practitioners was also inversely statistically significantly
associated with chronic ACSCs, and rates in both years and
total rates in 2009. Results that used non-reallocated supply
measures generally accounted for less of the variance in the
models than did those that used reallocated supply measures.
International comparisons
While exact comparisons of rates were impossible in some
cases (when, for instance, age- or sex-adjustment was not
used or additional ACSCs beyond those that we examined
were also included), France demonstrated higher rates of
admission for ACSCs than all countries save the United
States, Brazil, and Australia (but, in the case of Brazil, a
number of relatively common admission types, including
stroke and acute myocardial infarction, were included in
the Brazilian definition of ACSCs; with Australia, comparisons were made to results from a decade previous)

(Table 2). However, as can be seen when comparing
French to UK rates for 2009–2010, the composition of the
ACSCs might differ across countries: when compared to
the UK, France had lower rates of admission for acute
ACSCs, but substantially higher rates of admission for
chronic ACSCs and similar rates of admission for vaccinepreventable ACSCs. Depending on the year and the
country, France’s rates of admission for comparably defined ACSCs in 2009 ranged from 12 % (when compared
to Ireland in 2005–2008) to 221 % (when compared to
Portugal in 2009) higher than that seen in other countries.
The table also demonstrates the effect of using different
inclusion criteria and age groups for determination of percapita rates of admission for ACSCs: in France, in 2010,
rates calculated using different definitions and age groups
varied from 4.46 per 1000 when using the Australian
definition of ACSCs across the entire age spectrum to
49.40 per 1000 when using the US definition of ACSC in
the 65-year-old and older age group.

Discussion
We examined five categories of admissions for ACSCs in
mainland France in 2009 and 2010 and found that numbers
of such admissions tend to peak at the extremes of life and
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Fig. 3 Geographic variation in
rates of ACSCs in France in
2010. Lightest indicates lowest
quintile of per-capita rates;
darkest indicates highest
quintile of per-capita rates

Chronic ACSCs

Vaccine preventable ACSCs

Other ACSCs

per-capita rates of such admissions peak near the end of
life. We found relatively low levels of systematic geographic variation (as measured by the SCV) at the departmental level in rates of admission overall and for all
categories of admission for ACSCs except for those for
alcohol-related ACSCs; nonetheless, we did find that
numbers and rates of specific categories of ACSCs are age, gender-, and region-specific. For instance, admissions for
alcohol-related ACSCs peaked in midlife, were primarily
seen in males, and were most prevalent in the northwest
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Acute ACSCs

Alcohol related ACSCs

Total ACSCs

region of France; admissions for chronic ACSCs peaked at
the end of life and were more prevalent in the northeast
region of France.
The larger regional patterns that we saw in per-capita
admissions for chronic, acute, and alcohol-related ACSCs
warrants some comment. While our regression models
suggest that some of the explanation of the regional variation we saw in admission for chronic and acute ACSCs
might be explained by low population density or higher
per-capita bed supply, it is possible that regional cultural
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differences are in play, as well. Indeed, the likelihood ratio
test for all categories of ACSCs that we examined except
vaccine-related ACSC suggests larger regional influences
in practice patterns. Similarly, our use of non-reallocated
resource supply measures indicates that, while the strictly
locally defined supply of general practitioners per capita is
inversely associated with the rate of admission for chronic

Not for profit

For profit
2010

and total ACSCs, these relationships vanish when one accounts for the fact that some patients living in a particular
department leave that department for admission for these
ACSCs. Our findings suggest that reallocation of the
physician supply might generate different results in other
studies that found a relationship between higher rates of
admission for ACSCs and a lower per-capita supply of
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Table 3 Results of spatial regression analysis where the likelihood ratio statistic of spatial dependence was statistically significant at p \ 0.05, and ordinary least squared regression analysis
when it was not for 94 departments in mainland France
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Bold text indicates p \ 0.001; otherwise p values are given in parentheses

Results for two models are given: the first model examines reallocated medical beds and general practitioners per capita in a model that included population density, median income, inter-decile
income ratio, and proportion of those aged 65 and older who were enrolled in ASPA; the second model included non-reallocated supply variables. The coefficients and p-values for the nonsupply variables did not change dramatically using the second model
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Table 3 continued
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primary care physicians, but did not use Dartmouth Atlas
supply reallocation methods [9, 10, 21, 24, 25, 33]. In the
US, researchers have demonstrated regional variation in
physicians’ propensity to diagnose [43, 44], test [45, 46],
and intervene [45, 47] that has been, in part, attributed to
regional differences in the way physicians practice medicine. Further, as has been shown in the US, lack of consensus about best treatment options [2, 4] might contribute
to the regional variation that we saw. In France, future
work exploring geographic variation in per-capita admission rates might specifically examine physicians’ discretionary decision-making and test whether practice protocol
implementation might reduce regional practice variation.
In 2010, the 1.635 million admissions for ACSCs cost
French taxpayers about 5 billion euros a year, more than
one-half of the French healthcare system deficit that year
[48]; these admissions consumed about 8.74 million bed
days of care — equivalent to one 255-bed hospital operating
at full capacity in each of the 94 departments that we examined. As has been found elsewhere [9–11, 14, 18, 19], we
found that lower income levels were related to higher rates
of admission for ACSCs. Interestingly, we found that higher
numbers of medical beds per capita were associated with
higher admission rates for ACSCs, suggesting a form of
supplier-induced demand phenomenon [2]. Comparisons of
rates of ACSCs in France to those in other countries suggests that France experiences higher rates than most other
countries we examined; however, comparability in definitions of ACSCs and availability of data from the same time
period tended to preclude exact comparisons.
Our findings suggest that substantial healthcare resources
might be unleashed should France successfully reduce admissions for ACSCs. The magnitude of the potential cost
and resource savings—representing 2.9 % of the 175 billion
euros that France spent on all healthcare and 6.3 % of the
81.2 billion euros that France spent on hospital care in 2010
[49]—suggests that policymakers should make efforts to
reduce admissions for ACSCs in France and monitor progress in these efforts. But our results suggest that targeted
efforts—attentive screening of admissions for alcohol-related ACSCs in the northwest, for chronic ACSCs in the
northeast, and for acute ACSCs in the southeast—may be
wise. That we did not find a relationship between greater
availability of general practitioners and lower rates of admission for ACSCs suggests that arbitrarily increasing the
supply of general practitioners may not help reduce ACSC
admission rates; rather, low incomes and a high availability
of medical beds seem to be driving higher admission rates
for most ACSCs. While our retrospective analysis cannot
imply causation, our findings suggest that further study in
this area is warranted.
Our study has several limitations. First, we did not have
access to clinical data that could determine whether the
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admissions that we examined were warranted. Our inability
to differentiate admissions that were and were not appropriate suggest that not all costs incurred associated with
admissions for ACSCs could be saved; future work in this
area might try to divine which ACSC admissions were
truly preventable. Without intervention, it seems logical
that, as populations grey and accumulate chronic diseases
in developed countries, admissions for chronic and vaccine-preventable ACSCs (which are concentrated at the
extremes of life) are likely to increase. Second, we could
not examine outcomes; it is unclear whether admission for
ACSCs results in better health outcomes. However, it
seems to be the consensus that such admissions constitute a
‘failure’ of outpatient care that, in general, unnecessarily
consumes expensive resources. Our findings suggest that
such resource consumption is, indeed, quite expensive.
Third, had we used a different geographic scale, we might
have uncovered more variation or different relationships.
For instance, an analysis of variation in diabetes treatment
the Provence-Alpes-Côte d’Azur region that was performed at the ‘canton’ level showed higher extreme ratios
[50] than we found for ACSCs at the department level.
Further, the study of ACSC in three metropolitan areas in
France [25] found a different relationship between primary
care physician and ACSC rates than we found; this might
be due, in part, to the different level of geographic analysis
in the two studies. Finally, we were not able to correct for
health status, or to use additional sources of data (like
medication utilization) to identify other comorbid conditions: factors that might have explained the admission rates
that we found [23].
Despite these limitations, policymakers should consider
methods to reduce variation in—and overall admissions
for—ACSCs. Seemingly, such efforts would have a high
payoff. France’s centralized planning and resource allocation process might help with the execution of strategies
designed to reduce rates of ACSCs, such as development of
consensus around best treatment patterns, identification of
early ambulatory care interventions, and implementation of
care pathways. In addition, international collaboration may
identify new methods for reducing ACSCs in France and
might facilitate equivalent cross-country comparisons,
learning, and improvement.
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Appendix: an example of bed reassignment
In 2009 and 2010, hospitals in the Ain department (department 01) used 581 medical beds to provide 14,399
hospitalizations for ACSCs. Although 12,968 admissions
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were for patients who lived in Ain, the balance of patients
lived in 66 different French departments; for example, 437
admissions were for patients from the neighboring Jura
department (department 39). Those 437 bed days represented 3.1 % of all 14,092 admissions for ACSCs that were
provided by hospitals in Jura, a department with 549
medical beds. Therefore, we reallocated 17.02 medical
beds from Ain to Jura for the purposes of determining bed
supply for Jura patients. However, 12,140 admissions for
patients who lived in Ain occurred in hospitals outside of
Ain, 6683 of which were obtained in Rhône (department
69). Using its 3759 medical beds, Rhône hospitals provided
90,073 hospitalizations for ACSCs in 2009–2010. Therefore, we reallocated 7.4 % of these beds, or 278.9 surgical
beds from Rhône to Ain. After allocation from and to other
French departments, we calculated that Ain had an adjusted
supply of 1033 medical beds, while Jura had an adjusted
supply of 614 medical beds, and Rhône had an adjusted
supply of 3053 surgical beds.
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